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Abstract: 
The main purpose of detection and segmentation of a brain tumor such as glioblastoma many formed in 

magnetic resonance (MR) images are often challenged due to its intrinsically heterogeneous signal 

characteristics. A robust segmentation method for brain tumor MRI scans was developed and tested using 

several test cases. Existing method with the Simple thresholds values and statistical methods are unable to 

adequately segment the various elements of the GBM, such as local contrast enhancement, necrosis, and 

edema. The Most voxel-based methods will not achieve satisfactory results in larger data sets, and the 

methods based on generative or discriminative models have intrinsic limitations during application, such 

as small sample set learning and transfer.We proposed a method developed to overcome these challenges. 

Multimodal MR images are segmented into super pixels using algorithms to alleviate the sampled issues 

and to improve the sample representativeness. Next, features were extracted from the super pixels using 

multi-level Gabor wavelet filters. Based on the features, a K-Means conditional Random Field (K-Means 

with CRF) model and an affinity metric model for tumors were trained to overcome the limitations of 

previous generative models. Based on the output of the K-Means with CRF and spatial affinity models, 

conditional random field’s theory was applied to segment the tumor in a maximum a posteriori fashion 

given the smoothness prior defined by our affinity model. Finally we remove noise’s using “structural 

knowledge” such as the symmetrical and continuous characteristics of the tumor in spatial domain. 

 

Index Terms—Machine learning, Image segmentation, k-mean clustering, Image Filtering. 

----------------------------------------************************----------------------------------

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

BRAIN AND TUMOR SEGMENTATION 

Clubbing image division based on statistical 

classification with a geometric prior has been 

shown to significantly increase robustness and 

reproducible. Utilizing a probabilistic geometric 

model of looked for structures and picture 

enlistment serves both introduction of likelihood 

thickness capacities and meaning of spatial 

limitations. A strong spatial prior, however, secures 

segmentation of structures that are not part of the 
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model. In reasonable applications, we experience 

either the introduction of new items that can't be 

demonstrated with a spatial earlier or local force 

changes of existing structures not portrayed by the 

model. Our driving application is the division of 

brain tissue and tumors from three dimensional 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Our goal is a 

very high-quality segmentation of healthy tissue 

and a precise delineation of tumor boundaries. We 

present an extension to an existing expectation 

maximization (EM) division calculation that 

changes in a probabilistic brain atlas with an 

individual subject's data about tumor area obtained 

from subtraction of post- and pre-contrast MRI. The 

new method handles various types of pathology, 

space- occupying mass tumors and in trading 

changes like edema. Fundamental outcomes once 

five cases showing tumor types with di errant 

qualities demonstrate the capability of the 

refreshing system for clinical routine use for 

organizing and seeing in neurosurgery, radiation 

oncology, and radiology. A geometric prior can be 

used by atlas-based division, which regards division 

as a registration problem in which a fully labelled, 

template MR volume is registered to an unknown 

data set. High dimensional warping outcomes in a 

one-to-one correspondence between the template 

and subject pictures, resulting in a new, automatic 

segmentation. These methods require versatile 

registration of pictures to account for geometrical 

distortions delivered by pathological procedures. 

Such registration stays challenging and isn't yet 

solved for the general case. War eld et al. [12], [13] 

clubbing elastic atlas registration with statistical 

categorization. Versatile enlistment of a brain atlas 

helped to mask the brain from surrounding 

structures. A further step uses \distance from brain 

limit" as an extra feature to improve partition of 

clusters in multi-dimensional feature space. 

Initialization of probability density functions still 

requires a supervised selection of preparing areas. 

The core idea, namely to augment statistical 

classification with spatial information to account 

for the overlap of dissemination in force include 

space, is part of the new strategy presented at this 

moment.  Programmed division of MR pictures of 

normal brains by statistical classification, using an 

atlas prior for initialization and also for geometric 

constraints. A most recent extension detects brain 

lesions as outliers and was successfully applied for 

detection of multiple sclerosis lesions. Brain 

tumors, however, can't be simply modeled as 

intensity outliers due to overlapping intensities with 

normal tissue and additionally huge size. We 

propose a fully automatic method for segmenting 

MR images presenting tumor and edema, both 

mass-effect and in ltrating structures. Additionally, 

tumor and edema classes are added to the division. 

The spatial atlas that is utilized as an earlier in the 

grouping is changed to include prior probabilities 

for tumor and edema. Similarly as with the work 

done by different groups, we center around a subset 

of tumors to make the issue tractable. Our method 

provides a full classification of brain tissue into 

white matter, grey matter, tumor, and edema. Since 

the technique is completely programmed, its 

reliability is ideal.  We have applied our tumor 

segmentation framework to five different data sets, 

including a wide range of tumor types and sizes 

Fig. 5 shows results for two data sets. Since the 

tumor class has a solid spatial earlier, many little 

structures, mainly blood vessels, are classified 

tumor since they upgrade with differentiate. Post 

processing using level set evolution is necessary to 

get a final segmentation for the tumor [shows the 

final spatial priors used for classification of the 

dataset with the additional tumor and edema 

channels. We have developed a model-based 

segmentation method for segmenting head MR 

image datasets with tumors and in ltrating edema. 

This is accomplished by expanding the spatial 

earlier of a factual ordinary human cerebrum atlas 

with singular data got from the patient's data set. 

Consequently, we consolidate the measurable 

geometric earlier with picture explicit data for both 

geometry of recently showing up items, and 

likelihood thickness capacities for solid tissue and 

pathology. Applications to five tumor patients with 

variable tumor appearance showed that the method 

can deal with enormous variety of tumor size, 

inside surface, and region. The technique gives a 

decent nature of solid tissue structures and of the 
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pathology, a prerequisite for careful arranging or 

picture guided medical procedure. In this way, it 

goes past work that centers around tumor division 

as it were. Presently, we are trying the validity of 

the division framework in an approval study that 

contrasts coming about tumor structures and 

rehashed manual specialists' divisions, both inside 

and between vari. A preliminary machine versus 

human rater validation showed an average overlap 

ratio of > 90% and an average MAD (mean average 

surface distance) of 0:8mm, which is smaller than 

the original voxel resolution. In our future work, we 

will examine the issue of twisting of ordinary life 

systems within the sight of room involving tumors. 

Inside the scope of tumors contemplated up until 

now, the delicate limits of the measurable chart 

book could deal with spatial distortion. Be that as it 

may, we will build up a plan for high dimensional 

distorting of multichannel likelihood information to 

get an improved match among chart book and 

patient pictures. 

 

TUMOR CLASS 

The three tissue classes expected in the EMS 

segmentation (white issue, dim issue, csf), we 

include another class for tumor tissue. Though the 

(spatial) earlier probabilities for the ordinary tissue 

classes are characterized by the map book, the 

spatial tumor earlier is determined from the T1 pre-

and post-differentiate contrast picture. We assume 

that (multiplicative) bias field is the equivalent in 

both the pre-and post-differentiate pictures. 

Utilizing the log change of the T1 pre-and post-

differentiate picture powers at that point gives an 

bias free contrast picture, since the bias fields 

(presently added substance) in the two pictures 

cancel out. Difference Image Histogram: The 

histogram of the difference picture shows a top 

around 0, corresponding to noice and subtle 

misregistration, and a positive reaction relating to 

differentiate improvement. We want to decide a 

weighting function, basically a soft threshold that 

compares to our belief that a voxel is differentiate 

upgraded. We figure a mixture model t to the 

histogram. Two Gaussian appropriations are 

utilized to show the typical contrast picture clamor, 

and a gamma circulation is utilized to demonstrate 

the improved tissue. The methods for the Gaussian 

circulations and the area parameter of the gamma 

conveyance are obliged to be equivalent. Tumor 

Class Spatial Prior: The back likelihood of the 

gamma dispersion speaking to differentiate upgrade 

is utilized to delineate contrast picture to a spatial 

earlier likelihood picture for tumor. This decision of 

spatial earlier for tumor causes tissue that improves 

with difference to be remembered for the tumor 

class, and forestalls upgrading tissue from jumbling 

the typical tissue classes. We likewise keep up a 

low base likelihood for the tumor class over the 

entire mind district. In a significant number of the 

cases we have analyzed, the tumor voxel powers are 

genuinely all around isolated from ordinary tissue 

in the T1 pre difference and T2 channels. In any 

event, when differentiate operator just purposes 

fractional upgrade in the post differentiate picture, 

the tumor voxels frequently have comparable force 

esteems in the other two pictures (see Fig. 2 

remaining). Counting a little base likelihood for the 

tumor class permits non-improving tour to even 

now be named tumor, as long as it is like upgrading 

tumor in the T1 and T2 channels. The ordinary 

tissue priors are scaled fittingly to take into 

consideration this new tumor earlier, with the goal 

that the probabilities despite everything total to 1. B. 

Edema Class We likewise include a different class 

for edema. Not at all like tumor structures, there is 

no spatial earlier for the edema. As a result, the 

likelihood thickness work for edema can't be 

introduced naturally. We approach this issue as 

follows: First, we have discovered that edema, 

when present, is generally obvious in white issue. 

Likewise, we saw from tests with administered 

arrangement that the edema likelihood thickness 

has all the earmarks of being generally between and 

white issue in the T1/T2 force space. We make an 

edema class earlier that is a small amount of the 

white issue spatial earlier. The different map book 

priors are scaled to consider the edema earlier, 

similarly with respect to the tumor earlier. The 

edema and the white issue classes share a similar 

locale spatially, however are a bimodal likelihood 
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thickness made out of white issue and edema. 

During introduction of the class parameters in a 

subject picture, we figure the assessments for dim 

issue, white issue, tumor and edema utilizing the 

altered map book earlier. Hence, white issue and 

edema would bring about comparative likelihood 

thickness capacities. The bimodal circulation is then 

instated by altering the mean an incentive for 

edema to be between white issue and, utilizing 

earlier information about properties of edema. 

CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS 

 

Many tasks include predicting a large number of 
factors that depend on each other as well as on 

other observed factors. Structured prediction 

techniques are basically a combination of 
classification and graphical modeling. They join 

the capacity of graphical models to compactly 
model multivariate information with the capacity 

of classification techniques to perform prediction 

utilizing large sets of input features. This survey 
describes conditional random fields, a famous 

probabilistic technique for organized prediction. 
K-Means With CRFs have seen wide application 

in many areas, including natural language 
processing, computer vision, and bioinformatics. 

We describe methods for inference and 
parameter estimation for K-Means with CRFs, 

including practical issues for implementing 

large-scale K-Means with CRFs. We don't 

assume past knowledge of graphical displaying, 

so this survey is intended to be useful to 
practitioners in a wide variety of fields. One 

approach to this multivariate prediction issue, 
especially if our goal is to maximize the quantity 

of labels ys that are accurately ordered, is to 
learn an independent per-position classifier that 

maps x→ys for every s. The trouble, in any case, 

is that the output factors have complex 
conditions. For example, in English adjectives 

don't usually follow things, and in PC vision, 

neighboring regions in an picture tend to have 

similar labels. Another trouble is that the output 
factors may represent a complex structure such 

as a parse tree, in which a choice of what 

grammar rule to use near the top of the tree can 

have a large effect on the remaining of the tree. 

Much work in learning with graphical models, 

particularly in statistical natural-language 
processing, has focused on generative techniques 

that explicitly attempt to model a joint 
probability distribution p(y,x) over inputs and 

outputs. Although this methodology has 

advantages, it also has important limitations. Not 
only can the dimensionality of x be huge, but the 

features may have complex conditions, so 
developing a probability distribution over them 

is troublesome. Displaying the conditions among 

inputs can lead to intractable models, yet 

overlooking them can lead to reduced 
performance. 

In this section, we describe K-Means with CRFs 
from a modeling perspective, explaining how a 

K-Means with CRF represents distributions over 

structured outputs as a function of a high-

dimensional input vector. K-Means with CRFs 
can be understood both as an augmentation of 

the logistic regression classifier to arbitrary 
graphical structures, or as a discriminative 

simple of generative models of organized 

information, such as hidden Markov models. 

 

GRAPHICAL MODELLING 

 

Graphical displaying is a powerful system for 
representation and induction in multivariate 
probability distributions. It has proven useful in 

diverse areas of stochastic modeling, including 

coding theory computer vision. , knowledge 

representation, Bayesian statistics and natural-

language processing This factorization turns out 
to have a close connection to certain conditional 

independence relationships among the variables 

— both types of information being easily 

summarized by a graph. Surely, this connection 
between factorization, restrictive freedom, and 

diagram structure involves a great part of the 
intensity of the graphical demonstrating system: 

the contingent autonomy perspective is generally 

valuable for planning models, and the 

factorization perspective is generally helpful for 
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planning induction algorithms. In the remainder 

of this area, we introduce graphical models from 

both the factorization and conditional 

independence viewpoints, concentrating on those 
models which are based on undirected charts. 

 

All of the methods described in this survey 
assume that the structure of the model has been 

decided in advance. It is natural to ask we can 

learn the structure of the model well. As in 

graphical models more generally, this is a 
difficult problem. In the conditional case, when 

we wish to estimate the structure of p(y|x), the 

analogous algorithm is more difficult, because it 
requires estimating marginal distributions of the 

form p(yu,yv|x), that is, we need to estimate the 
effects of the entire input vector on every pair of 

output variables. It is difficult to estimate these 
distributions without knowing the structure of 

the model to begin with. 

 

Classification methods provide established, 

powerful methods for predicting discrete 
outcomes. But in the applications that we have 

been considering in this survey, we wish to 
predict more complex objects, such as parse 

trees of natural language sentences, alignments 

between sentences in different languages, and 

route plans in mobile robotics. Each of these 

complex objects have internal structure, such as 
the tree structure of a parse, and we should be 

able to use this structure in order to represent our 
predictor more efficiently. This general problem 

is called structured prediction. Just as the K-
Means with CRF likelihood generalizes logistic 

regression to predict arbitrary structures, the 
field of structured prediction generalizes the 

classification problem to the problem of 

predicting structured objects. Sorted out desire 
systems are basically a mix of arrangement and 

graphical showing, joining the ability to 
minimally display multivariate data with the 

ability to perform expectation using huge 

arrangements of information highlights. K-

Means with CRFs provide one way to do this, 
generalizing logistic regression, but other 

standard classification methods can be 

generalized to the structured prediction case as 

well. Point by point data about organized 

forecast techniques is accessible in an ongoing 
assortment of research papers. In this section, we 

give an outline and pointers to some of these 
methods. 

 

SUPERPIXEL SEGMENTATION 

 

As of late, super pixel calculations have become 

a standard device in PC vision and numerous 
methodologies have been proposed. Be that as it 

may, distinctive assessment systems make direct 
examination troublesome. We address this 

inadequacy with an exhaustive and reasonable 

correlation of thirteen best in class super pixel 

calculations. To include algorithms utilizing 

depth information we present results on both the 
Berkeley Segmentation Data set and the NYU 

Depth Dataset. In light of subjective and 

quantitative viewpoints, our work permits to 

direct calculation determination by recognizing 
significant quality attributes the idea of super 

pixels is spurred by two significant angles. There 
are only few publications devoted to the 

comparison of existing super pixel algorithms in 

a consistent framework: to the best of our 

knowledge. However, these publications cannot 

include several recent algorithms. Meanwhile, 
creators tend to include a brief evaluation 

expected to show superiority of their proposed 

super pixel calculations over chose existing 

methodologies. However, these outcomes are not 
similar across distributions. 

We order the calculations as per criteria we find 
significant for assessment and calculation 

determination. Generally, the calculations can be 

ordered as either diagram based methodologies 

or angle rising methodologies. Furthermore, we 
recognize calculations offering direct power over 

the quantity of super pixels as well as 
calculations giving a smallness parameter. 

Overall, we assessed thirteen state-of-the-art 

super pixel calculations including three 

calculations using depth data. 
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A few calculations give both incredible 
execution and low run-time. Furthermore, 

including additional information such as depth 

may not necessarily improve execution. 
Therefore, extra criteria are important to asses 

super pixel calculations. In specifically, we 
locate that visual quality, run-time and the gave 

parameters are among these criteria. Clearly, 

visual appearance is hard to gauge properly, 
however, it may have genuine effect on potential 

applications. Furthermore, low run-time is 
desirable when using super pixel algorithms as 

pre processing step, especially in real-time 

settings. At long last, parameters ought to be 

interpretable and simple to tune and calculations 
giving a conservativeness parameter are best. In 

addition, as the number of super pixels can be 

understood as a lower bound on performance, we 

prefer algorithms o erring direct control over the 

number of super pixels. In conclusion, while 
many algorithms provide excellent performance 

with respect to under segmentation Error and 
Boundary Recall, they lack control over the 

number of super pixels or a compactness 

parameter. Furthermore, these impressive results 

with respect to Boundary Recall and under 

segmentation Error do not necessarily respect the 
perceived visual quality of the generated super 

pixel segmentations. Our comparison is split into 

a qualitative part, examining the visual quality of 

the generated super pixels, and a quantitative 
part based on Boundary Recall, under 

segmentation Error and runtime. To ensure a fair 
comparison, the parameters have been decided to 

together improve Boundary Recall and under 

division Error utilizing discrete lattice search. 
Parameter optimization was performed on the 

approval sets while examination is performed on 
the test sets. 

II. EXISTINGMETHODOLOGY 

 

In existing system the comprehensive survey of 

existing tumor enhancement and segmentation 

techniques. Every technique is arranged, 

investigated, and looked at against different 

methodologies. To examine the accuracy of the 

tumor enhancement and segmentation techniques, 

the sensitivity and specificity of the approaches is 

presented and compared where applicable. At long 

last, this exploration gives scientific classification 

to the accessible methodologies and features the 

best accessible upgrade and division strategies. It 

only categorized tumor segmentation techniques 

into mass detection using a single view and mass 

detection using multiple views. The mass 

identification utilizing single view division in turn 

is divided into four classifications: model-based 

strategies, region-based techniques, shape based 

techniques, and clustering strategies. 

 

DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

� The techniques that were surveyed 

included: histogram based techniques, 

gradient based techniques, polynomial 

modeling based techniques, active 
contour based techniques, and classifiers 

based techniques.  

 

� It only review the algorithms that have 

been proposed in the literature to enhance 

and segment tumor images that contain 

both masses and micro-calcification. 

 

� There is no clear edge results. 

 

� Dilate image sharpening to find tumor 
object is not possible. 

 

� Less accuracy. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES 

 

The proposed system Conditional Random Field 

(K-Means with CRF) Homomorphic Function is 

chosen in order to distinguish the interior area from 

other organs in the MR image dataset. Then 

changed slope extent area developing calculation is 
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applied, in which gradient size is processed by 

Sobel operator and employed as the definition of 

homogeneity measure. This usage permitted stable 

boundary identification when the gradient suffers 

from intersection variations and gaps. By analyzing 

the gradient size, the sufficient difference present 

on the boundary region that expands the precision 

of segmentation.  

To calculate the size of segmented tumor the 

relabeled technique dependent on remaps the names 

related with object in a segmented picture such that 

the label numbers are continuous without any gaps 

between the labels numbers utilized. Any object can 

be removed from the relabeled output utilizing a 

binary threshold. Here, the calculation is adjusted to 

extract and relabeled the tumor and then find its 

size in pixels. The calculation works well in two 

phases.  

The initial stage is to determine the input image 

labels and the quantity of pixels in each label. The 

subsequent stage is to decide the output requested 

area to get complete number of pixels accessed.  

Segmented zones are automatically calculated and 

to get wanted tumor region per cut. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

� The Tumor are difficult images to 

interpret, and a preprocessing phase is 
necessary to improve the quality of the 

images and make the feature extraction 
phase more reliable. 

� High accuracy. 

� Clear edge results. 

� Brain contour detection and confine 

further analysis to the brain region alone 

which otherwise could bias the detection 
procedures in consequent stages. 

� Effective Edge detection is a well-
developed field on its own within 

Medical image processing. 

� Multiphase Segmentation supported. 

IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

MRI PREPROCESSING: 

Preprocessing pictures regularly includes expelling 

low frequency, background noise, normalizing the 

intensity of individual practical pictures, removing 

reflections and masking portion of pictures. Image 

processing is the technique of improving 

information pictures prior to computational 

processing. The following preprocessing steps 

includes realignment and unwarp cuts inside a 

volume, independently for each methodology the 

general flow diagram is shown in Fig.2. 

 

 

Fig: 2 (a) original MRI (b) sub blocks of MRI (c) 

segmented tumor using K-Means with CRF 

Keeping standard preprocessing steps for brain 

MRI, the relating fractal and force highlights are 

separated. In the subsequent stage, various 

combinations of feature sets are exploited for 

tumor segmentation and classification. Feature 

values are then directly fed to the AdaBoost 

classifier for grouping of tumor and non-tumor 

locales. Manual labeling to tumor regions is 

performed for supervised classifier training. The 

prepared classifiers are then used to detect the 

tumor or nontumor segments in obscure brain 

MRI. 

 

FEATURE EXTRACTION: 

 

Feature extraction is a special form of 

Dimensionality decrease. When the input 

information to an Algorithm is too huge to be 
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processed and it is suspected to be notoriously 

redundant (e.g. the same measurement in both feet 

and meters) then the input information will be 

changed into a reduced representation set of 

features (also named features vector). Changing the 

input information into the set of features is called 

feature extraction. If the features extracted are 

carefully chosen it is expected that the features set 

will extract the important data from the input 

information in order to perform the desired task 

utilizing this reduced representation instead of the 

full size input. 

 

BRAIN TUMOR SEGMENTATION AND 

CLASSIFICATION FROM NON-TUMOR 

TISSUE: 

 

A support vector machine search’s an ideal 

separating hyper-plane between members and non-

members of a given class in a high measurement 

highlight space. The inputs to the K-Means with 

CRF algorithm are the feature subset selected 

during data pre-processing step and extraction step. 

In K-Means with CRF kernels functions are used 

such as graph kernel, polynomial kernel, RBF 

kernel etc. Among these kernel functions, a Radial 

Basis Function (RBF) ends up being valuable, 

because the reality the vectors are nonlinearly 

mapped to a very high measurement feature space. 

For tumor/non-tumor tissue segmentation and 

arrangement, MRI pixels are considered as tests. 

These samples are represented by a set of feature 

values extracted from various MRI modalities. 

Highlights from all modalities are fused for tumor 

segmentation and classification. A modified 

supervised K-Means with CRF ensemble of 

classifier is trained to differentiate tumor from the 

non-tumor tissues. 

 

K-Means with CRF HOMOMORPHIC 

ALGORITHM FOR SEGMENATATION IS AS 

FOLLOWS 

 

• Obtain the sub-image blocks, starting from 

the top left corner. 

• Decompose sub-image blocks using two 

level 2-D K-Means with CRF. 

• Derive Spatial Gray Level Dependence 

Matrices (SGLDM) or Gray Level Co-

occurrence matrices. 

• For each 2 level high frequency sub-bands 

of decomposed sub image blocks with 1 for 

distance and 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees for θ 

and averaged. 

• From these co-occurrence matrices, the 

following nine Haralick second order 

statistical texture features called wavelet 

Co-occurrence Texture features (WCT) are 

extracted. 

 

BRAIN TUMOR SEGMENTATION USING 

STRUCTURE PREDICTION 

 

In this section, the method proposed for 

segmentation of particular structures of the brain 

tumor, i.e. entire tumor, tumorcenter, and dynamic 

tumor, is assessed. This method is based on an 

approach, whose novelty lies in the principled 

combination of the deep approach together with the 

local structure prediction in medical image 

segmentation task. 

 

It can be classified as two types: 

   

� System flow diagram 

� Data flow diagram 

 

 

 

 

SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM 
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DATA FLOW DIAGRAM  
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CONCLUSION 

Our paper brings together two recent trends 

in the brain tumor segmentation literature: model

aware similarity and affinity calculations with K

Means with CRF models with K

based evidence terms. In doing so, we make three 

main contributions. We use super pixel

appearance models to reduce computational cost, 

improve spatial smoothness, and solve the data 

sampling problem for training K

classifiers on brain tumor segmentation. 

Also, we develop an affinity model that 

penalizes spatial discontinuity based on model

constraints learned from the training data. Finally, 

our structural denoising based on the symmetry axis 

and continuity characteristics is shown to remove 

the false positive regions effectively. 

Our full system has been thoroughly 

evaluated on a challenging 20-

Bra TS challenge data set and shown to 

systematically perform on par with the state of the 

art. The combination of the two tracts of ideas 

yields better performance, on average, than eit

alone. In the future, we plan to explore alternative 
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feature and classifier methods, such as classification 

forests to improve overall performance. 
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